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Gerflor’s Creation 30 is a brand new, design-orientated, luxury vinyl tile (LVT) flooring which comes in three 
installation types so that those choosing flooring for high-end residential environments can opt for glued, 
interlocking and removable fitting, dependent upon which method is best suited to their project.

Created by Gerflor’s in-house design studio and inspired by international influences in decoration, Creation 
30 is particularly suited to new build developments. It redefines natural materials with fresh interpretations, 
sophisticated colours and realistic grained finishes to add an innovative, new dimension to interior schemes 
and to appeal to discerning customers.  

Creation 30’s impressive palette of 56 designs therefore includes exclusive flooring references and showcases 
three leading decorative trends: traditional and creative wood, mineral and textile effects. For example, on-trend 
designs within the collection include marble with a modern twist, contemporary iridescent concrete and new, 
unusual wood shades such as caramel and fashionable, grey tones. 

In addition Creation 30 has outstanding technical features and is available in three different installation method 
ranges: Creation 30 Adhered, Creation 30 Lock and Creation 30 X’Press.

The vast majority of designs in the Creation 30 collection are available in 2mm thick, Creation 30 Adhered. 
Requiring permanent and glued installation and a dry, clean, smooth, hard, flat and sound subfloor that has 
been suitably prepared to receive a fully-adhered LVT flooring, it is ideal for new build projects and moderate 
levels of traffic.

Whereas 4mm thick, Creation 30 Lock is a loose-lay, interlocking flooring which is fast-fitting, adhesive-free 
and exclusive to Gerflor. Particularly suited to light traffic areas, Creation 30 tiles and planks ingeniously 
interlock horizontally together on both sides, while 4-sided chamfer edges provide a highly realistic look. 100% 
waterproof, the range requires little subfloor preparation and is perfect for renovation.

For where a removable, modular flooring provides a solution, Gerflor’s exclusive X’Press method of installation 
features an integrated tackifier and is the new, quick and easy way of loose-laying LVT. Ready-to-install with 
a pressure-sensitive adhesive backing system, 4mm thick Creation 30 X’Press installs quietly and quickly at 
speeds of up to 15 m2 per hour over most smooth, hard, clean surfaces and can be repositioned or removed 
without tools, leaving the original floor intact. 

Creation 30 tiles and planks have a durable 0.30mm wearlayer and a polyurethane PUR+ protective surface 
for lower maintenance, easy cleaning and lasting good looks. Slip resistant, they are available in 11 alternative 
grained finishes, 18 different tile and plank sizes and 31 matching, decorative skirtings - 23 wood and 8 mineral 
designs.

Eco-friendly, Creation 30 is 100% recyclable and sustainably manufactured using environmentally-friendly 
materials and processes to the highest international standards at Gerflor’s ISO 14001 certified production sites.  
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Creation 30 ‘creates’ the ultimate choice


